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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABBREVIATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard abbreviations for names of organizations, ALA, ACRL, LC, etc., are alphabetized as if spelled out. Other abbreviations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appt. —appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bibliog.(s) —bibliography (-graphic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coll. —college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dec. —deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed. —editor, edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l.(s), ln.(s) —library (ies), librarian(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>port. —portrait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ret. —retired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rev. —review(er)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s (before page numbers) —CRL News issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ. —university</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALA, Committee Membership
Restrictions, policy, s91

ALA, "Draft: equal employment opportunity policy," s261-63

ALA, Federal Legislation regarding coll. and research Is., policy statement, s50

ALA—Is It Time for an Alternative?" Dougherty, editorial, 189-90; comments, 310; (Sept.) 280-81; (Sept.) 282-83; 479-80

ALA/ACRL Representatives at academic ceremonies and meetings, s177

ALA/SSRT Task force on women offers job service, s288

Anderson, John F., rev. (Urban Analysis for Branch L. System Planning), 230-31

Appendixes to model statement of criteria and procedures for appointment, promotion in academic rank, and tenure for coll. and univ. Ins., s243-47; Model statement, s192-95

Applebaum, Edmond L., Reader in Technical Services, rev. of, 489-90

"Applying 'management by objectives' to the univ. I.," Johnson, 436-39

Appointments, s17-19; s41-44; s84; s90; s115-17; s158; s179-80; s209-10; s253-54; s277-79; s307-12; corrections, s90

"An approach to developing computer catalogs," MacDonald and Erol, 202-8; comments, (Sept.) 282

ACRL, additional nominating committees, s266

ACRL, additional nominees for offices for 1973/74, s63; s81

ACRL, Agricultural and Biological Sciences Section, s81; s238

ACRL, annual meeting, Las Vegas, June 24-30, 1973, schedule, s125-27


ACRL, Board of Directors, midwinter meeting, Washington, D.C., Jan. 29-Feb. 1, 1973, brief of minutes, s142-58; resolution on death of Dr. Arthur McAnally, s105

ACRL, College Ls. Section, "Proposed Bylaws," s92-93

ACRL, Committee on Academic Status, "Model statement of criteria and procedures for appointment, promotion in academic rank, and tenure for coll. and univ. Ins.," s192-95; "Appendixes," s243-47

ACRL, Constitution and Bylaws, s83-87

ACRL, "Draft statement on access to original research materials in Is., archives, and manuscript repositories," s199-201
ACRL, officers, 1973/74, sl89-

Bibliography of Books and

Baumann, Charles H.,

Balay, Robert, letter to the ed.,

Blake, Fay M., letter to the ed.,

Bibliographic Control of Micro-

discs collections, s49; "State-

Boone. Morell D., "Camelot . . .

Brunswick, Sheldon R., rev.

Bixler, Paul, letter to the ed.,

Nielsen,

Bryant, Edward C. and Donald

chives for noncommercial pur­

minutes, s221-23ACRL, midwinter meeting, Wash­

Vegas, June 25, 1973, brief of

sl39ACRL, membership meeting, Las

ACRL, nominating committees,

sl64ACRL, nominees for offices

1974/75, s285-86

ACRL, officers, 1973/74, s189-

ACRL, officers, 1973/74, sl99-

ACRL, membership meeting, Las

Vegas, Jan. 25, 1973, brief of

minutes, s221-23ACRL, midwinter meeting, Wash­


schedule, s1-2

ACRL, nominating committees,

269

ACRL, nominees for offices

1974/75, s285-86

ACRL, Rare Books and Manu-

scripts Section, "Statement on

appraisal of gifts," developed by the committee on manu-

scripts collections, s49; "State-

ment on legal title," developed by the committee on manu-

scripts collections, s49-50

ACRL, "State Statement of the Ameri-

can L. Association's policy on

federal legislation regarding

collateral research," s50

"ACRL and ALA support aca-

demic Ls.," resolutions and motions, s146-48

Auld, Larry and Irene Voit, "Li-

brary group practice," 54-58;

Comment, 293

Axford, H. William, "ACRL offi-

cers for 1973/74," port.,

s180-90, "Performance mea-

surement revisited," (Sept.)

249-57; port. & appt., s179

B

Balay, Robert, letter to the ed.,

305-6

Ball, Joyce, rev. (Government

Reference Books, 70/71 and

Subject Guide to Government Reference Books), 487

Baumann, Charles H., The Influ­

ence of Angus Sneed Macdon­

dald and the Sneed Bookmark

to Architecture, rev. of,

166-67

Beede, Benjamin H., letters to the

ed., 69 (Sept.) 281, 479

Benjamin, Charles, "Letter to Fest-

chrifters in Jewish Studies, rev.

of, 316-18

Bennington, Grace J., ret., s254

Bibliographic Control of Micro-

forms, Reichmann and Tharpe,

rev., of, 321-29

Bibliographic Control of Non-

print Media, Grove and Clemen-

to, rev. of, 299-300

Bibliography of Books and Pamphlets

on the History of Agriculture in the United States

1607-1967, Schleber, rev. of, 162-63

The Big Foundations, Nielsen,

rev. of, 231-33

Biggs, Martha L., ret., s210

Bixler, Faul, letter to the ed., 306

Blake, Forrest M., letter to the ed.,

159-60

Book Reviews, 71-79; 161-68;

March 1973; (July) 315-22; (Sept.)

284-89; 486-92

Boone, Morell D., "Camelot . . .

A Quest or a Kingdom? edi-

torial, 5-6

Brunswick, Sheldon R., rev. (In-

dices to Festivals written in Jewish

Studies), 316-18

Bryant, Edward C. and Donald

King, The Evaluation of Information

Services and Products, rev.

of, 71-74

Buckland, Michael K., appt. to

ACRL editorial board, s224

Buckman, Thomas R., Yuhisya

Suzuki, and Warren M. Tsumei-

shi, eds., Current National Bibliogs.

of L., Proceeding of the First Japan-United States

Conference on Ls. and Infor-

mation Science in Higher Edu-

cation Tokyo May 15-19, 1969, rev. of, 161-62

Buford, Albert H., letter to the

ed., (Sept.) 292-93

Bunge, Charles A., letter to the

ed., 482

Burns, Robert W., Jr., rev.

(Evaluation of Information Services and Products), 71-74

Byrd, Cecil K., rev. (The Uni-

versity—The L.), 491-92; rev.

(University and Research Ls.

in Japan and the United States),

161-62

C

Cain, Sith M., dec., s91

"Camelot . . . A Quest or a King-

dom?" Boone, editorial, 5-6

Canfield, Marie P., Gardner and

Stevens, "Library pathfinder: a new possibility for cooperative

reference services," s224

Carpenter, Eric J., letter to the

ed., 310-11; comment, 482

"Change Anyone?" Stewart, edi-

torial, (Sept.) 233-34

"The changing role of directors of uni­

versity Ls.," McAnally and

Downs, 103-25; comments,

306; 308-10; (Sept.) 281; 481

Chase, William, (Access to L.

Collections), 75-76

Cheap Thrills: An Informal His-

torical Study of the Pulp Magazines,

Goulet, rev. of, 167-68

Christ, John M., Concepts and

Subject Headings: Their Rela-

tion in Information Retrieval

and L. Science, rev. of, 318-

19

Chubak, Benjamin, ret., s254

"Claremont Colleges," new con­

tract agreement, s197

Clarke, Jack A., "Popular culture

in Ls.," 215-18 comments, 480-

81; rev. of, (Sept.) 279; 481

Classified List of Periodicals for

the First Japan-United States

Conference on Ls. and Infor­
mation Services and Products,


of, 161-62

Clifton, Margaret Fisher, letter to the

ed., (Sept.) 279

Cliff, David H., dec., s307

Clifton, Margaret Fisher, letter to the ed.,

(Sept.) 279

"Committee appointed to revise col. 1. standards," s221

"A comparison of six versions of

science 1. instruction," Kuo,

(University and Research Ls.

in Japan and the United States),

103-25; comments, 306; 308-10; (Sept.) 281; 481

"Technology of Ls. and infor­
mation centers," 418-25

"Draft: ALA equal employment opportunity policy," s261-63

Dougan, Robert Orme, recipient of second Citation of Honor

presented by Rare Books and Manuscripts Section, port.,

s239

Dougherty, Richard M., "ALA—

Is It Time for an Alternative?"

editorial, 189-90; comments,

310; (Sept.) 280-81, 282-83,

479-80; "The Employment Time Bomb," editorial (Sept.

1972), comment, 69; "The evaluation can be seen under
document delivery service," 29-39

Downs, Robert B. and McAnally,

"The changing role of directors of uni­

versity Ls.," 103-25; comments,

306, 308-9, 309-10; (Sept.)

281; 481

Duncan, Elizabeth E., Current

Awareness and the Chemis-

tist, Duncan, rev. of, 320-21

Donlap, Leslie W., Readings in L.

History, rev. of, 77-78

Dyson, Allan, "Editorship of CRL

News changes," s25

E

Eastlick, John T., rev. (The Metropo-

litan L.), 486-87

Ebding, Laurence R., letter to the ed.,

308

Economics of Approval Plans,

Sieper-Jaeger and Gore, eds.,

rev. of, (Sept.) 284

Edelman, Hendrik, letter to the

ed., 310; rev. (Scholarly Reprint

Publishing in the United States),

163-64

"Editors meet at IFLA," s287
"Editorship of CRL News changes," s25
Elsworth, Dianne J., rev. (The Time-Lag in Cataloguing), 490-91
Elrod, J. McRee and MacDonald, "A new approach to developing computer catalogs," 202-8; comments, (Sept.) 283
"The Library's Harmful Time Bomb," Dougherty, editorial (Sept. 1972), comment, 69
"The acquisition of campus I. document delivery service," Dougherty, 29-39
F
"Faculty awareness and attitudes toward academic I. reference services: a measure of communication," Nelson, (Sept.) 268-75
"Faculty status—a comprehensive bibilography," Huling, 440-62
Farber, Evan Ira, Classified List of Periodicals for the Coll. L., rev. of, 226-27
Farley, Richard A., appt. & port., s41
"Female I. science students and the occupational stereotype: fact or fiction?" Lee and Hall, (Sept.) 268-75
Flanagan, Cathleen, rev. (Bibliographic Control of Nonprint Media), 329-30
Flanagan, Leo N., "Professionalism dismissed?" 209-14; comments, 312, 314; (Sept.) 279, 281-82
Flener, Jane G., "Staff participation in management in large univ. L.," July 275-79
Ford, Bennett C., letter to the ed., (Sept.) 281-82
Fordall, Philip L., letter to the ed., 312-14
Forth, Stuart, appt., s209; rev. (The New Librarianship), (Sept.) 284-85
Franklin, Colin, The Private Presses, of 1648, rev. of, s27
"From Inside the DLP," Stokes, s3-6
Fuller, Dorothy E., ret., s254
G
Gellatly, Peter, letter to the ed., 69
Georgi, Charlotte, rev. (Planning the Special L.), 315-20
Goon, Diane K., letter to the ed., 306-7
Gore, Daniel and Spyers-Duran, eds., Economics of Approval Plans, rev. of, (Sept.) 284
Gould, Walter, Chump! Thrills: An Informal History of the Fulp Magazines, rev. of, 167-68
Government Reference Books, 70/71, Winkapow, rev. of, 487
Goyal, S. K., "Allocation of I. funds to different departments of a university," an operational research approach," 219-22; comment, 481
Grady, Chris, et. al., s210
Grove, Pearce S., and Evelyn G. Clement, eds., Bibliographic Control of Nonprint Media, rev. of, 229-30
A Guide to Microforms and Microform Retrieval Equipment, McKay, ed., WARNING, s102
Guidelines for L. Automation, Markenson et al., rev. of, 71
Guidelines for L. Cooperation, Patrick, rev. of, 184-85
H
Hall, Janet E., and Lee, "Female I. science students and the occupational stereotype: fact or fiction?" (Sept.) 268-75
Haro, Roberto F., letter to the ed., 309; rev. (Libraries and Neighborhood Information Centers), 402
Harris, K. C. F., letter to the ed., 481
Harris, Michael H., "Intuition, Research, and the Academic L.," editorial, (July) 269; comment, 483; rev. (A History of Book Publishing in the United States), 228; rev. (Hugh Gaine . . .), 489
Hart, James D., rev. (The Private Presses), 162
Hayes, Robert M., rev. (Guidelines for L. Cooperation), 484-85
Hedges, Carol, "Using the National Lending L. for Economics of Approval Purchasing," 202-8; comments, (Sept.) 282
Hendrickx, Donald D., rev. (Guidelines for L. Cooperation), 164-85
Hilliard, Peter, "Continuing Education," editorial, 101-2
Hickey, Doralyn J., Problems in Organizing L. Collections, rev. of, 227-28
"Highlights of ACRL's Midwinter Meetings," s69-70
Hinojosa, Susana, "Editorship of CRL News changes," s25
A History of Book Publishing in the United States; Volume I: The Creation of an Industry, 1603-1865, Tebben, rev. of, 228
Hogan, Alan D., letter to the ed., 307-8
Holley, Edward G., rev. (The Big Foundations for the Eighties), 251-53
Horn, Roger, letter to the ed., 482-84
Huff, William H., rev. (Classified List of Periodicals for the Coll. L.), 226-27
Huling, Nancy, "Faculty status—a comprehensive bibilography," 440-62
Hugh Gaine: A Colonial Printer-Editor's Odyssey to Loyalty, Lorenz, rev. of, 469
Hyman, Richard Joseph, Access to L. Collections, rev. of, 75-76
Hyman, Ruth, and Gail Schlachter, "Academic status: who wants it?" 472-78
I
"The Impact of automation on the content of Is. and information center," of one operational research approach," 219-22; comment, 481
Index to Festschriften in Jewish Studies, Berlin, rev. of, 316-18
The Influence of Angus Snead Macdonald and the Snead Bookstall on L. Architecture, Baumann, rev. of, 166-87
The Influence of Lns. in Liberal Arts Colleges in Selected Decisions Making Areas, Whittle, rev. of, (May) 335
Information and L. Science Source Book; a Supplement to Documentation Source Book, Schutze, rev. of, 318; comment, 481-82
"In-house training of supervisory L. assistants in a large academic L."
"Intuition, Research and the Academic L."
Ishimoto, Carol F., "The National program for acquisitions and cataloging: its impact on univ. L."
Ivy is to use OCLC," s101-2
J
Jackson, Archer, ret., s210
Jackson, W. Carl, appt., s115
Johnson, Edward R., "Applying 'management by objectives' to the univ. L."
Josey, E. J., What Black Lns. Are Saying, rev. of, 315-16; comments, 484-85
"Junior coll. Ls. enter the seventies," Reeves, 7-15; comment, 308
K
Kaplan, Louis, "Participation: some basic considerations on the theme of academic L."
Karschner, Elizabeth, ret., s254
Kaser, David, "Whither Interlibrary Loan?" (Sept. 1972), comment, 68; (Sept.) 115
Katz, Elizabeth and West, eds., Revolving Lns., rev. of, 165-66
Kennedy, Eugene F., appt. & port., s277
Kent, Allen and Harold Lancour, eds., Copyright: Current Viewpoints on History, Laws, Legislation, rev. of, 230
Kernaghan, John A., et al., "Search versus experiment—the role of the research L."
Kilgour, Frederick G., "Computer-based systems, a new dimension to l. cooperation," 137-43
Kim, Ung Chon, "A comparison of two out-of-print book buying methods," (Sept.) 258-64
King, Donald and Edward C. Bryant, The Evaluation of Information Services and Products, rev. of, 71-74
Knapp, Patricia, dec., s56
Koster, Gavv E., letter to the ed., (Sept.) 279
Kromus, Carol L. and Linda Crowe, eds., Neighborhood Information Centers, rev. of, 492
Kun, Frank F., "A comparison of six versions of science l. instruction," (July) 287-90
L
Ladenson, Alex, letter to the ed., 484-85
La Hood, Charles G., Jr., "Microfilm for the L. of Congress," (July) 291-94
Laird, W. David, rev. (Library Buildings), 289-29
Lancaster, F. W., Vocabulary Control for Information Retrieval, rev. of, 165-87
Many libraries that don't own the Science Citation Index often “rent” the use of it through our Search Service.

Just tell us what subject you want searched, which years of the journal literature to cover, and how fast you need the search completed. We'll put one of our Information Specialists to work with an SCI® and send you the results on convenient index cards. If you're in a big hurry, we'll even telephone the search results. The minimum charge is $30, for which you get up to two hours of searching. Thereafter, it’s $25 per hour. You tell us when to stop.

Use the coupon for more information on ISI's Search Service.
More than 1100 libraries currently receive U.S. Government Publications under the Depository Library Program

Now, for the first time, you can learn exactly WHICH LIBRARIES GET WHICH PUBLICATIONS

Available for the first time in any format . . . this unique new four volume reference set contains:

- more than 1.5 million "location citations" of depository holdings,

- 3,100 classes of publications available for selection by depository libraries—arranged in Superintendent of Documents Class order (hierarchically by government author-organizations under 59 main headings),

- a directory of 1,122 depository libraries listed by state and by depository number within state (for easy identification of location citations). These library entries give complete mailing addresses, including ZIP codes, and the years during which they were designated as depositories,

- the complete "List of Classes of U.S. Government Publications Available for Selection by Depository Libraries (Revised January 11, 1973)". This list has been updated to November, 1973 and NUC/GP page numbers have been added to show where the holdings are listed for each entry,

- an "Item Number Index" showing SuDoc Class Numbers for each publication "Item" available for selection,

- a "Best Seller" list ranking the 300 publication classes selected by the largest numbers of depository libraries. This ranking of course, does not reflect on the quality or usefulness of the publications, but rather on the breadth of interest in their subject matter,

- some 2 million "negative entries" showing which libraries do not receive which available documents (this information can be used as an aid in the selection and disposal of documents for various types of collections).

Send for Free brochure!
U.S. Government monographs and serials are NOT included in standard reference works as the National Union Catalog, the National Union List, or New Serial Titles.

Now, with the first publication of a national union catalog of U.S. Government documents, libraries of all types and sizes—depository and non-depository alike—will be able to benefit more effectively from the expanding national Depository Library Program.

NUC/GP provides basic information which can be used in finding, borrowing, lending, ordering, and disposing of the full range of current U.S. Government depository publications.

USE THIS COUPON NOW TO RECORD YOUR ORDER AT OUR PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE

To: Carrollton Press, Inc.
1647 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20007

Please send us the National Union Catalog of U.S. Government Publications Received by Depository Libraries, First Edition 1973 in four bound volumes (large 11" x 14" format), 3,350 pages, for delivery during January, 1974 — $285.00 postpaid.

Name ____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

__________________________________________________

Deduct 5% if payment accompanies your order.
"A valuable addition to reference collections...Highly recommended"
—Choice

"This magnificently produced and edited compilation is overwhelming in the scope and quality of its contributions. It is not a dictionary in the usual sense, but rather a set of over 300 articles, each covering several large double-column pages, and arranged alphabetically. The work includes an analytical table of contents organized into a 'seven-fold grouping of topics' according to the domains and disciplines forming the work's basic framework, as well as an alphabetical title list of the articles... Each article is supplemented by an excellent bibliography of related works, with abundant cross references to relevant entries in the Dictionary itself... Any student or scholar, confronted with this huge cornucopia of concepts, should simply take a month off and begin reading. It is indeed the only modern reference work with a fully interdisciplinary approach, running the gamut from science to philosophy to literature to art and seeking out relationships and interactions. The set will be indispensable for all libraries, academic and public, and a lifetime delight for any individual who can afford it."

P. Wiener,
—Library Journal

4 volumes. $35.00 per volume.
Index to be published in 1974.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS

DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY
Supplement III
"Detailed biographical sketches of 573 notable American men and women who died in the five-year period from 1941 through 1945...an essential purchase for all libraries."—Choice $35.00 (available only through the publisher).

DICTIONARY OF SCIENTIFIC BIOGRAPHY
"A most distinguished addition to biographical reference sources and to the history of science...the appended bibliographies, many of which are extremely full, are an excellent source for further reference."—Wilson Library Bulletin
Volumes I-VIII now available at $35.00 per volume. (Write for standing order plan for all 14 volumes, plus index.)
Rath, Gustave, et al, "Search versus experiment—the role of the research ln.", Rubeinstein, Werner, Rath, Kernaghan and O'Keefe, (July) 280-86; comment, 482-84
Sellers, David Y., letter to the ed., 312
"A Short Happy View of Our Emulation Family," Mason, editorial (Nov. 1972); comments, 69-70, 159; 159-60; (May) 57; (Sept.) 279-80; 484
Simon, Dorothy B., letter to the ed., 485
Slavic and East European Section, s209
Smith, Dorothy L., dec., s210
Smith, Roberta, ret., s210
Sparkman, Mickey M., letter to the ed., 225
Sprey-Dunne, Peter and Daniel Gore, eds., Economics of Approval Plans, rev. of, (Sept.) 284
"Staff participation in management in large univ. I.s.," Flener, (July) 275-79
"Statement of the American Library Association's policy on federal legislation regarding copyright and research I.s.," s30
"Statement on Approval of Gifts," (developed by the committee on manuscripts collections of the Rare Books and Manuscripts Section), s49-50
Stevens, Benjamin H., Coughlin and Taieb, Urban Analysis for Branch L. System Planning, rev. of, 230-31
Stevens, Charles H., Marie P. Stevens, and the Equal Rights Amendment Possibility for Cooperative Reference, (Sept.) 4-16
Stevens, Rolland E., letter to the ed., 159
Sterwalt, Ralph E., rev. (Computerizing the Card Catalog in the Univ. L.), 78-79
Stimpson, Catherine, ed., Women and the Equal Rights Amendment, rev. of, 74-75; comment, 308
Stokes, Katharine M., "From In. inside the DLP," s3-6
Straus, Lucille J., ret., s210
Strohl, L. S., letter to the ed., (Sept.) 280-81
Stubkjaer, Myrtle, ret., s279
Suzuki, Tsuneishi, Warren M., Buckman and Suzuki, eds., rev. of, 163-64
T
Taieb, Françoise, Coughlin and Stevens, Urban Analysis for Branch L. System Planning, rev. of, 230-31
Talbot, Kent D., letter to the ed., 223
Tanan, Norman, "ACRL Officers for 1973/74," port., s189; "Controversy over Foreign Policy," (California State Univ. and Colleges Ins. vs. Chancellor's office of the system), s187
"Task Force on the Status of Women in Librarianship," s50
"Tell it to The Times," s287-88
Tharpe, Josephine M. and Felix Reichmann, Bibliographic Control of Microforms, rev. of, 321-22
"That inordinate passion for status," De Priest, 150-58; comments, 305-8
The Time-Lag in Cataloging, Fope, rev. of, 490-91
Title II-A Grant Fund, s27-28
"To the Readers of CRL News," Herbsen, s27
Treworgy, Mildred L., ret., s90
Truelson, Judith, rev. (Planning the Special L.), 319-20
Tsuneishi, Warren M., Buckman and Suzuki, eds., University and Research Ls. in Japan and the United States, rev. of, 161-62
U
United States Library Publication Monthly Catalog, ... Prezbienda, rev. of, (Sept.) 295-97
The University—the Library, Papers presented by Samuel Rothstein, Richard Blackwell, Archibald MacLeish at York University, Toronto, on the occasion of the Dedication of the Scott Library, 30 October 1971, rev. of, 491-92
"Use of an In./consultant team to study 1. operations," Rouse and Rouse, (Sept.) 242-48
V
Van Note, Roy Nelson, letter to the ed., s27
Van Zanten, Frank, letter to the ed., s69
Veit, Fritz, ret., s313
Vocabulary Control for Information Retrieval, Lancaster, rev. of, 165
Voit, Irene and Auld, "Library
group practice,” 54-58; comment, 223

Walker, Katherine, ret., s312
Warner, Edward S., letter to the ed., 481
Wasserman, Paul, The New Librarianship; A Challenge for Change, rev. of, (Sept.) 284-85
Watson, Peter G., rev. (Current Awareness and the Chemist), 320-21; rev. (Out of the Dinosaurs), (Sept.) 285-86
Watt, Georgene, dec., s91
Werner, David J., et al, “Search versus experiment—the role of the research Iln.” (July) 280-86; comment, 482-84
Wesley, Phillip, letter to the ed., 311-12
West, Celeste and Elizabeth Katz, eds., Revolting Lns., rev. of, 165-66
West, Stanley L., rev. (Current National Bibliogs. of Latin America), 76-77
What Black Lns. are Saying, Jossey, rev. of, 315-16; comment, 484-85
Whitbeck, George W., The Influence of Lns in Liberal Arts Colleges in Selected Decision Making Areas, rev. of, (May) 233
“Whither interlibrary loan?” Kas er, (Sept. 1972), comment, 89
Whitten, Benjamin, ret., s117
Wilkinson, J. P., letter to the ed., 225
Woman and the Equal Rights Amendment: Senate Subcommittee Hearings on the Constitu tional Amendment, 91st Congress, ed. by Catherine Stimp son, rev. of, 74-75; comment, 308

X-Y-Z
Yen-Ran Yeh, Thomas, “Library peer evaluation for promotion and merit increase: how it works,” (July) 270-74; comment, 482-84
Zimmerman, Irene, Current National Bibliogs. of Latin America: A State of the Art Study, rev. of, 76-77
Zuwiyya, Jalal, letter to the ed., (Sept.) 276

305
when seen through MasterLens
Cataloging, research or the ordinary reading requirements of day-to-day work around your library often call for prolonged study of small print or fine details—conditions that can cause strain in even the sharpest eyes. EdnaLite MasterLens with its powerful magnifier and bright glare-free light source takes the eye-strain out of close work—increases accuracy and efficiency. And if MasterLens is a help to those with ordinary good vision, think what a lifesaver it is to library employees and patrons who have visual handicaps!

MasterLens. Just plug it in. Complete, self-contained...useful and effective. The best way to look at things.

Lightweight portable model. Magnifies type to double size. Same superb optical qualities as RL model. With its own carrying case. $140.

MasterLens RL, on its own base, with an articulated arm that allows a close, clear, comfortable look at any part of the page without shifting the book. Enlarges to twice size. Regularly $207. Now, for a limited time $179.